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Abstract 
 
Electronic voting system is the process of polling votes and counting votes. In most of the countries voting may now be 
done electronically, there are still several difficulties involved, including the expense of paper, how ballots are organized, 
the possibility of varying results when tallying the votes, and others. Duplicate votes pose a significant concern as they can 
be fraudulently cast by individuals. To focus on this issue, Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is employed to enhance 
the voting procedure in a secured manner. A directed acyclic graph is used by the Internet of Things Application (IOTA), a 
promising distributed ledger system. Faster transaction confirmation, high scalability and zero transaction fees are 
achieved via the Directed Acyclic Graph structure. In both IOTA tangle and blockchain technology, the public cast 
duplicate votes. The unauthorized user can create duplicate votes in the blockchain as well as IOTA tangle. This can be 
focused in this proposed method. The double spending problem can be solved by using Crow Search Algorithm (CSA). 
This Optimization problem produces an improved result for resolving double spending in e-voting systems. 
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1. Introduction 

Voting is essential to enable people to elect the right 
leader for their country. Most of the places the 
conventional voting process doesn’t produce correct result 
due to lack of security. The alternative method of 
conventional process is e-voting system which can be 
implemented through a mobile app and electronic voting 
machine. However, it does not necessarily provide a 
better solution. 

Few research can be done by using Blockchain 
technology. In a blockchain, transactions are recorded in 
blocks, which progressively accumulate more transactions 
over time. As these blocks reach their capacity or a 
predefined time interval, they become finalized. After a 
block is finished, it is appended to the blockchain in a 

sequential and chronological fashion, forming an 
unbroken and unchangeable sequence of blocks. 
Implementing E-voting systems using blockchain 
technology introduces several challenges, including 
scalability concerns due to increased transaction volume, 
heightened energy consumption resulting from resource-
intensive consensus mechanisms, potential security 
vulnerabilities, and the high costs associated with miners 
participating in the network [1]. IOTA is a decentralized 
ledger developed with a specific focus on supporting the 
Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem. IOTA employs a 
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) data structure named the 
Tangle, in contrast to the use of traditional blockchains. 

The Tangle allows for the direct inclusion of 
transactions into the ledger without the need for blocks, 
and each transaction must approve two previous 
transactions, forming a mesh-like structure. IOTA does 
not rely on miners but instead requires participants to 
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validate two previous transactions when submitting a new 
one, making it more decentralized and eliminating the 
need for transaction fees [2]. IOTA's Tangle offers 
potential advantages in terms of scalability, energy 
efficiency, and suitability for IoT applications. In this 
proposed System, the implementation of distributed 
ledger technology can address the lack of security 
effectively [3-4]. 

Figure 1. System Architecture diagram 
In Figure 1, the overview of the proposed 

system is discussed. Initially, the voter possesses an 
Aadhar card number and a voter ID. These two 
identifications are linked together along with their 
mobile number. When the voter enters the mobile 
app, they have to verify themselves using their 
fingerprint, voter ID, and Aadhar number. After 
successful verification, the mobile app displays the 
list of candidates running in the election. The voter 
selects their preferred candidate, and the choice is 
recorded. Subsequently, the selection is added to 
the database for vote counting. 
The contribution of the paper: 

• The decentralized e-voting system uses a
DAG that follows the fundamental
properties of the voting system.

• Crow search optimization focuses on
producing a better result for double
spending attack in the voting procedure.

2. Literature Survey

Haseeb et.al [5] introduced the Secure and Energy-
aware Heuristic-based Routing (SEHR) method, aiming to 
optimize routing in IoT-Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSN) while effectively countering malicious attackers. 
The SEHR algorithm utilized a heuristic function that 
incorporated factors like hop count to the base station, 
link integrity, and remaining energy within the network. 
To ensure data security in the IoT-WSN, implemented 
counter mode encryption. The studies emphasized 
essential factors, such as route maintenance, energy 
consumption, and secure communication, to achieve 

reliable communication. In 2016, Alireza Askarzade H et 
al. introduced the CSA, which is a contemporary 
optimization technique. It draws inspiration from the 
activities of crows, where they store food and later 
retrieve it as needed. Since its inception, CSA has gained 
widespread popularity and various optimization problems 
in diverse fields, including chemical engineering [6], 
feature selection [7], medical sciences [8], and image 
processing [9].  

Ikram Ullah's et al. [10] comprises various types of 
attacks faced by IOTA and analyzes the depth of the 
security vulnerabilities using the Common Vulnerability 
Scoring System.  The vulnerabilities are categorized 
based on their feasibility and impact by this scoring 
method. In the literature survey conducted in Pericle 
Perazzo [11], the authors discussed routing attacks in the 
context of IOTA on the internet. Three distinct attacks 
have been identified that a malicious Autonomous System 
can execute against IOTA. These attacks are as follows: 
freezing the address, denial of consensus in both targeted 
and general form. The consequences of these attacks 
include potential financial losses, the disruption of 
consensus mechanisms for specific victim nodes, and 
even the disturbance of consensus throughout the entire 
IOTA cryptocurrency network. 

The study conducted by Rani et al. [12] focuses on 
investigating the constraints faced by smart cities and 
analyzing their computational workload and storage 
resources. In this research, the authors propose a novel 
approach that combines software defined networking to 
detect network attacks and blockchain technology for data 
transmission. The smart cities model they construct 
establishes a secure framework for the IoT. Chen's et al. 
study [13] centers on double spending attacks within the 
DAG structure. The attackers create an illegal tangle, 
which is then integrated into the network to appear 
legitimate, enabling them to execute double spending 
attacks within the tangle network. The study explores the 
security threshold and its influence on the resilience of the 
tangle, evaluating the likelihood of potential 
vulnerabilities. By manipulating key parameters in the 
security threshold, IOTA can proficiently detect 
fraudulent tangle branches, thereby mitigating the risk of 
double-spending attacks. 
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3. Concepts of Internet of Things
Application

IOTA focuses on the IOT ecosystem, supporting 
various applications such as supply chain management, 
driverless vehicles, smart cities, trading and more. It 
enables a machine-to- machine communication, fees less 
transaction while achieving high scalability. DAG used in 
the IOTA distributed ledger technology. IOTA's 
distributed ledger technology utilizes a DAG known as 
the Tangle to organize transactions in a unique manner. 
The Tangle allows participants in the network to transact 
value or data efficiently and securely. When a new 
participant creates its own transaction, it must validate 
whether two previous transactions, created by other 
participants are valid or not in the network. More 
approving transactions result in an increased security 
level. The previous two transactions can be chosen by the 
participants based on tip selection consensus mechanism. 

In the figure 2; shows the illustration of IOTA tangle in 
the network with a total of 11 nodes are participating in 
the IOTA network. Each node verifies 2 or more 
transactions in the network. In figure 2, Node 3, 4, 7 are 
approved by at least two transactions. Node 5, 10 have 
only been approved by one transaction and need to 
approve one transaction to complete the procedure. 

4. Proposed System

4.1. Crow Search Algorithm 

The implementation of the metaheuristic optimization 
algorithm was inspired by intelligent crow behavior. The 
CSA imitates how search the food crow independently, 
communicating with other crows and then shares the food 
they find, which increases their effectiveness at foraging 
[14-17]. The CSA used to find optimal solution for 
complex mathematical functions or parameter 
optimization in various engineering applications. 

Local Search 

Crows conduct a search around its position form their 
current position by making a small adjustment to the 
positions of individual crow. This search operation finds 
its local neighbourhoods in a better solution. This process 
allows the algorithm to focus on regions that are likely to 
contain local optima, where a higher-quality solution can 
be found within a limited region of the search space. This 
local search enhances its exploration and exploitation 
capabilities of the crucial component. The local search is 
typically performed using heuristic rules or operators that 
guide the movement of each crow. These rules are 
designed to balance exploration and exploitation. In 
Figure 3 shows the exploration involves searching a 
broader area of the solution space to discover diverse 
solutions, while exploitation involves refining the search 
to focus on promising regions and converge to better 
solutions. Neighbourhood search, gradient search, greedy 
improvement and perturbation are techniques to perform 
local search in the CSA. 

Global Search 

The global search mechanism involves the sharing of 
information among individual crows (candidate solutions) 
to promote exploration of different regions in the solution 
space. This collective information exchange helps in 
escaping local optima and allows the algorithm to search 
for potentially better solutions in a broader and more 
diverse manner. In figure 4 shows the exploitation of 
CSA. 

Figure 2. IOTA 
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Figure 3. Exploration of CSA 

Figure 4. Exploitation of CSA 

The essential stages of the CSA [18] are delineated as 
follows: 
Step 1: Initialize Crow Size (N), position of crow (pos), 
Maximum iteration number (MAX itr), and Probability of 
Awareness (AP), Step size Flight (fl), Initial memory (m). 
Step 2: setting up the memory matrix and individual 
crows. Crows are produced in the n- dimensional search 

space on each row  
that provides a workable solution to a problem. 
Step 3: Determine the fitness calculation for every 
individual crow 
Step 4: Two things might happen if a crow declares that it 
wants to steal from another crow: 
Step 4.1: Crow i does not directly monitor the movements 
of crow j, the one following it. Instead, crow i locates the 
food that crow j has hidden and adjusts its position, 
accordingly, as described in equation (1) 

(1) 
Step 4.2: Compute the fitness of crow i using its updated 
position and adjust its memory accordingly according to 
the following process. 

(2) 
Where, 

- denotes fitness calculation
Step 5: Iterate steps 2-3 for each crow until the 
termination conditions are met. 

4.2. Double Spending attack 

An individual seeking to use the same token for 
multiple transactions can be identified as engaging in a 
double spending attack [19]. This type of attack is very 
crucial concern for any distributed ledger technology. 
Initially the attacker sends an amount of IOTA token to a 
recipient. At the time of processing, the attacker creates 
another transaction with the same IOTA token and this 
time sends them to a different recipient. These two 
conflicting transactions are not immediately detected by 
the network nodes and validators. Initially, the first 
transaction appears to be legitimate and is validated. 
However, if the attacker dedicates additional time and 
computational resources, they can attempt to ensure that 
the second conflicting transaction gets confirmed instead 
of the first one. By successfully executing this process, 
the attacker effectively performs a double spend of the 
same tokens, undermining the integrity and reliability of 
the IOTA network. 

4.3. Avoiding Double Spending attack by 
CSA 

Initially, the CSA algorithm applies local search and 
global search techniques to identify nodes within the IOTA 
network. During the searching process, the algorithm 
consumes IOTA tokens. The IOTA network consists of 
numerous nodes forming a peer-to-peer network. 
Information about IOTA tokens is sent to all participating 
nodes in the network, and each node stores this 
information. In the event that an attacker creates a new 
transaction using the same token; the participating nodes in 
the network should be able to identify this attempt. 
Consequently, they will reject the fraudulent transaction, 
preventing it from being confirmed [21]. 

In the e-voting process, this CSA was implemented. 
When the initial token is created and added to the 
network, the voter generates its own token to vote. This 
token information will be maintained in the distributed 
ledger. If a voter attempts to create the same token with 
different identification with same mobile number, the 
CSA can monitor this activity and share the information 
with other nodes in the network. As a result, the 
conflicting token created by the voter cannot be approved 
by other nodes in the network. This helps in preventing a 
double spending attack and ensures the integrity and 
reliability of the e-voting system. 

5. Experiment and Result Analysis

During the testing process to achieve optimal results
with the CSA, several parameters need to be determined. 
These parameters include the size of the flock, iterations 
number, and probability of awareness. In this particular 
experiment, the flock size is the parameter being tested. 
In order to assess its impact on the algorithm's 
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effectiveness, numerous testing scenarios are executed 
using a spectrum of values starting from 100 and 
extending up to 500. Each test configuration is run 
autonomously in 20 iterations to ensure robust statistical 
significance. The other parameters, namely the number 
of iterations (500), length of flight (2), and probability 
of awareness (0.1), are set to constant values throughout 
the testing process. These constants provide a controlled 
environment for evaluating the impact of the changing 
the size of the flock on the mean fitness value. In Figure 
5, displays the results of the flock size test. The values 
shown on the graph represent the mean fitness value 
obtained from the 20 independent tests for each tested 
flock size. This graph serves as a visualization of how the 
mean fitness value varies as the size of the flock is 
adjusted. By conducting this comprehensive testing 
process and analyzing the results, researchers can 
determine the optimal size of the flock to use with the 
CSA algorithm for the specific problem or optimization 
task at hand. The insights gained from these experiments 
will aid in selecting appropriate parameter values to 
achieve the best performance of the CSA. 

Figure 5. Flock size result 

As depicted in Figure 6, it is clear that augmenting the 
number of iterations leads to higher average fitness 
values. Larger iterations allow search agents more time to 
improve the obtained solutions, leading to better results. 
However, this also implies increased computational time. 
Notably, the mean fitness value stabilizes when the 
number of iterations exceeds 250. This suggests that 
beyond 250 iterations, the fitness values remain nearly 
constant. As a result, the optimal number of iterations 
appears to be 250, as increasing it further does not 
significantly improve the fitness values, while incurring 
additional computational overhead. 

Figure 6. Maximum numbers of iterations testing 
result 

The awareness probability is assessed across various 
test scenarios, using values ranging from 0.1 to 0.5, and 
repeating each scenario 20 times for reliable results. The 
chosen parameters, such as a flock size of 300, 250 
iterations, and a flight length of 2.5, are based on previous 
experiments. A low awareness probability tends to focus 
the algorithm on local search around the current best 
solution, while a high awareness probability encourages 
global exploration. Achieving the right balance between 
exploration and exploitation is essential for a successful 
process. Figure 7 demonstrates that an awareness 
probability of 0.1 results in the highest mean fitness value, 
indicating its significance as the optimal value for 
generating quality solutions.  

Figure 7. Test result of awareness probability 

6. Conclusion and Future Enhancement

The CSA and the IOTA platform were used to make
the voting process robust, trustworthy, and resistant to 
malicious attacks or manipulation. The proposed method 
effectively addressed the issue of double spending attacks 
in the e-voting application. To ensure voter authorization, 
multiple identification methods such as Aadhar card, 
voter ID, and mobile number were employed. Once the 
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verification process was completed successfully, the voter 
was given an IOTA token that was added to the network. 
The IOTA token had been created only once with all 
proofs. If a voter attempted to vote again using the same 
token, the CSA came into play. The CSA algorithm 
efficiently identified the duplicate token address by 
comparing it with the addresses of all other nodes that had 
participated in the IOTA tangle network. This ensured 
that each voter was issued a distinct and verifiable IOTA 
token, and any attempt to duplicate or reuse the same 
token for voting purposes was immediately identified 
through the built-in proofs and verification mechanisms. 
As a result, the system maintained a high level of security, 
ensuring that each voter could only use their assigned 
token to cast a single vote in the e-voting application. 

The proposed method primarily addressed the issues of 
double-spending attacks within the tangle. However, it is 
crucial to consider other potential threats, such as the 
parasite chain attack, where an attacker creates a parallel 
chain with greater computational power to disrupt the 
main tangle. Additionally, the splitting attack involves 
intentionally dividing the network into partitions, isolating 
nodes and causing conflicts. Furthermore, the Sybil attack 
poses a risk as it enables an attacker to create multiple 
fake identities, granting them control over a substantial 
portion of the network. To ensure the overall security and 
integrity of the system, it is essential to address and 
mitigate these various types of attacks. 
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